Hello,
I am a country girl at heart and I love my life. It is that simple.

I am curious by nature and love seeing change around and this is why I love
shooting weddings. I am fascinated with and love capturing the connections
we have with others in our lives.

I’m inspired by people stories, music, light, gesture and little kids who are
cooler than me.

My goal is to make honest, authentic and beautiful photographs. I work
predominantly in a reportage style and I will capture your day as it unfolds
together with some lightly directed portraits of the two of you.

BASIC COLLECTION - 1750 EUR
8 hours of photography coverage
Online gallery - min 450 images,
DVD with 450 high resolution images
All consultations prior to and after your
wedding day

Á LA CARTE PRICING
Additional photography coverage - 100 EUR/
per hour
Elegant/Modern photobook - 500 EUR, 12x12, up to 30 pages
Exclusive/Matted Album - 900 EUR, 12x14, up to 30 pages,
Queensberry Collection
Photobooth - 500 EUR

ALBUMS
Elegant/Modern photobook
Our photobooks are the perfect way to narrate the story of your wedding day. They’re printed out on beautiful matte paper that allows images to
pop and provides an unmatched photo quality. Each album is individually designed to create beautiful album that reflect the look and feel of your
wedding day. Available in size 12x12, page thickness 1.6 mm, leather covers. Our books come in 10 good looking colours. Go wild with crazy green
or stay classy with black...

Exclusive/Matted Album from Queensberry

Queensberry of New Zealand create the best bespoke wedding albums in the world. Each album is handmade with the finest materials. Available in
a variety of sizes and formats and built to last for generations to come. Photos are mounted in an overlay style. Leather & material covers
available.

Thanks for your enquiry! Do get back to me if you would like to meet and have a proper chat about your wedding photography
requirements. I have sample albums that I can show you, and it would be great to meet and get to know each other. Warmly, Magda

